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Overview
DVN is a leading provider of comprehensive digital broadcasting platforms that
deliver content, services and applications to end-users, in particular cable TV
subscribers.

CATV operators use DVN’s platforms to improve the transmission efficiency, quality and types of
content and services broadcast over their networks. As a result of improved content quality and
breadth of services, the CATV operator is able to better utilize its cable bandwidth and increase its
revenue sources. Subscribers in return for paying higher subscription fees enjoy a broad range of
content in digital quality reception as well as multimedia services, which include real time news,
weather and financial information as well as personalized broadcasts. Eventually the subscriber
will be able to use the television set as a point of sales device trading stocks and buying items
over the TV.

DVN’s platform enables digital broadcast transmissions over a variety of networks, including
satellite, cable, LAN, PSTN, IP and power lines. The platform provides video, data and audio
encoding, decoding and multiplexing for distribution over broadband networks. It comes with
DVN’s own conditional access (“CA”) system as well as supports CA systems from other vendors.
The total solution platform is inclusive of DVN designed receivers that are both cost effective and
supportive of multiple networks. 

IP
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DVN either leases or sells its platform to cable TV providers. In the leasing model, DVN leases the
platform to the CATV, and receives a percentage of the incremental revenues generated. In the
sales model, DVN sells the platform outright, and will receive, in addition to sales revenue from the
platform, further revenue from the sales of its set top boxes on an ongoing basis. Digital TV services
offered over DVN’s platform are provided at a range of affordable subscription fees which include
digital channel rebroadcasts from around China, near video on demand, on-line information,
interactive advertising, T-commerce etc. 

Total solution provider at affordable prices
DVN’s platform is inclusive of the hardware, software and applications needed by the CATV
operator to run a digital broadcasting business, the digital set top box required by the subscriber to
receive the digital broadcasts and content and services to be broadcast over the platform. CATV
operators, instead of using multiple vendors to piece together a digital broadcasting system,
benefit significantly from using DVN’s end-to-end turnkey solution. CATV operators save significant
costs, such as in manpower, time, software royalties and logistics, from using a totally integrated,
turnkey solution, designed and owned by DVN. These significant savings and a short construction
period allow the CATV operators to offer digital TV services quickly and at prices affordable to the
Chinese today.

Flexible system that allows for change and growth 
DVN’s platform, which runs on both existing analog networks and new generation broadband
networks, precludes the necessity for CATV operators to upgrade its network further for digital
broadcasts. The DVN platform is a scalable, open system that not only accommodates numerous
income-generating services but also supports multiple hardware devices, such as personal
computers and telephones. DVN provides to the CATV operators continuous technical upgrades in
order to insure that the platform remains at the cutting edge of digital technology, as well as the
option to subscribers to upgrade their set top boxes. This is all supported by DVN’s research and
development efforts. 

DVN now has a variety of set top boxes available, with the latest model being the “J-box”. The 
J-Box turns a TV set into a network computer, revolutionizing the way cable operators perceive and
the end-users utilize set top boxes. The new J-box, operating in a personal Java environment,
enables computer like functions and supports online games without the necessity for a large hard
drive and CPU within the set top box. DVN’s platform supports the J-box and DVN envisages that
such a digital receiver will be the trend of the future. 

Equipped with Conditional Access System
DVN’s platform is equipped with its own CA system but also supports CA systems from outside
vendors. DVN’s in-house designed CA system is one of six government-approved domestic systems
for usage by CATV operators in China. DVN’s CA system provides CATV operators with an
automatic fee collection system linked to local banks that not only improves the cash flow of the
CATV operators but also provides a viable payment method for T-commerce transacted over the
system. Combined with DVN’s highly complex encryption system, the CATV operator is able to
offer its end-user a secure environment in which to do on-line transactions. 
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DVN’s CA system allows for different services to be offered over the one platform and to be
received by only subscribers that have paid for the particular service. A range of digital services
may be offered at varying subscription fees and targeted at particular end users and interest
groups. The CA system enables services such as satellite received foreign broadcasts for foreign
passport holders only, video on demand, stock quotes and T-commerce transactions and on-line
games.

Technology is certified by the appropriate regulatory authorities
DVN’s technology received top-level accreditation from China’s MST encouraging cable operators
to use DVN’s technology and eliminating the requirement to attain a license for digital broadcasts.
Under China’s “863 State Hi-Tech Plan” as put forth by the MST in 1986, which serves as a
blueprint for the development of its technology related industries, the Chinese Academy of Science
is responsible for the development of some communication technologies, including digital
broadcasting. 

The MST has given DVN the highest rating within the communication category of the 863 State Hi-
Tech Plan, and has recommended that it should be promoted and distributed throughout China as
soon as practical. Such a recommendation has given guidance to Chinese cable operators that
they should upgrade their broadcasting equipment using DVN’s technology and platform.

In addition, DVN is one of only three companies to receive a network access license from SARFT.
This license allows DVN to sell its set top boxes in China.

International Financial Data Provider
DVN through its group company, Dynamic Network Limited also disseminates real time
international financial market information and selective real time consumer data to end users in the
PRC, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong. The type of content provided includes equity,
commodities and foreign exchange real time data.
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Digital TV Services
Tiered digital services for different target audiences
Broadcasts over DVN’s platform offer subscribers a range of services, which include basic digital
services, premium digital services for domestic audiences and foreign expatriate audiences and
data services. The basic digital services are at the lowest price point and serve as an introduction
to digital technology and its capabilities. Premium services are targeted at more technology savvy
consumers who want a more interactive experience. Premium services for expatriates are satellite
broadcasts that are restricted to foreigners only. DVN and its CATV partners plan to use basic
digital services as a stepping-stone to higher value added premium Pay TV as subscribers become
more familiar and comfortable with digital TV services.

Basic Digital Services
Basic digital services are generally satellite rebroadcasts from all over China and do not require a
Pay TV license from SARFT. The service is also priced at around RMB25 per month to enable an
inexpensive entry point to digital TV. Under the analog service, viewers are restricted to around 20
to 30 channels only, some of which are mandated by the governement for communication
purposes. By using digital technology to compress the broadcasts, the number of channels able to
be transmitted over the cable network increases by up to six-fold. 

Under the basic digital service, subscribers are able to receive over 70 channels increasing the
range of content received as well as introducing flexibility in start times as different programs may
be staggered over different channels. Channels included as part of this service include all the
CCTV 11 channels and other popular provincial channels from Hunan, Jiangsu, Zhejiang,
Guangdong and Sichuan Provinces to name a few. 

The basic digital service varies from location to location as rules in different areas effect what is
shown over the platform. In Zhongshan as it is part of Guangdong Province, the rules regarding
broadcasts of foreign content over the cable network differ from the rest of China and as a result
content from approved foreign channels are able to be distributed without having to first receive a
Pay TV license. This is not the case in Suzhou where the content is largely domestically sourced.
Variations of basic services have been launched in Zhongshan, Zhoushan and Yixing.

Basic digital services also includes an electronic program guide which allows the end user to
easily see what programs are on at what times with database search functions. 

Premium Pay TV Services
Pay TV services to domestic audiences that show licensed content, on which royalties are paid,
require a license from the SARFT. Premium Pay TV services includes near video on demand and
multiple channels with foreign video content. 
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Pay TV services for foreigners include but are not limited to satellite received broadcasts of CNN,
HBO, ESPN, Channel V, Phoenix News and Movies as well as CNBC. An advance purchase of
a set top box is also required. Such services for foreigners have been launched in Suzhou to the
large expatriate community residing there. 

The current premium Pay TV for domestic audiences is usually around twelve digital channels that
show both Western and Hong Kong movies duly censored by the SARFT as well as locally
produced movies, TV dramas, children’s shows, sports and music. The channels run 24 hours a
day with staggered start times on multiple channels. The service also includes a TV magazine that
describes and promotes the service’s content as well as provides commentary and background on
the featured content. Under the current package, premium Pay TV services are provided inclusive
of data services. Subscribers are also required to make an upfront purchase of a set top box. 

Data Services
Data services refer to TV web, on-line stock quotes as well as real time news and financial
information. In some locations data services are priced separately and in others it is part of the
entire package to promote the service to subscribers. Unlike video content, data content does not
require a license for broadcasting.

DVN’s Business Model
DVN, in offering CATVs a total solution, derives revenue from two
main lines of business: System integrator and Service provider.

System Integrator
DVN designs, integrates and installs platforms for CATV operators that will allow it to deliver digital
Pay TV services to its subscribers. DVN provides all the system components at the operator level,
which include the broadcast control system, conditional access system, subscriber management
system and the hardware as well as the digital set top boxes at the subscriber level. DVN either
sells the system outright or enters into leasing contracts with the CATV operator. If DVN sells the
system outright, it receives an annual maintenance fee over the contractual period on top of the
sales price of the platform. Under the leasing option, in consideration for the lease of its platform,
continual platform maintenance and application software upgrades, DVN will receive a
percentage of all subscription fees collected for digital broadcasts over the contractual period. 

In general, the CATV operator will sell DVN’s set top boxes to subscribers who wish to receive
digital services. DVN usually receives sales revenue from the resale of its set top boxes.
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Value Added Service Provider
The number and type of applications in addition to normal video services that DVN’s platform is
able to support is limitless. This is due to the open architecture of the system as well as the
installation of the Smart Card in each subscriber’s set top box. Interactive services currently
envisaged include video on demand, on-line trading, on-line shopping and home banking to name
a few. Together with the use of the Subscriber Management System (“SMS”), the Smart Card
provides not only a secure transaction environment but also a payment method. DVN believes that
currently in China only first movers and technically advanced consumers in China are ready for
interactive services and that numbers to support this sort of service will not be sufficient for several
years to come. However, as interactive services become more common and acceptable, fees from
these sorts of services will provide a more diversified revenue base to both DVN and its CATV
partners. 

China’s Cable Industry
Largest Cable Television Market in the World 
TV penetration in Chinese households is nearly 100% as compared to around 5% for personal
computers. Additionally China currently has over 100 million cable TV subscriber households. This
is greater than the 60 million subscribers in the United States, and the 50 million subscribers in
Europe. In addition China’s cable network is comprised of over 300,000 kilometers of laid cable. 

Most CATV operators in China currently utilize analog broadcasting technology on a one-way
network infrastructure. The analog transmissions are directly received by the end user’s television set
and do not require an analog set top box receiver. Analog technology, as compared to digital
broadcasting technology, does not fully utilize the bandwidth and revenue generating capacity of
the cable network and does not provide any encryption. Additionally, transmission is very
susceptible to interference. Digital broadcasting, on the other hand, by using compression
technology increases broadcasting transmissions by at least 6 times and allows the CATV operator
to diversify and increase revenues by offering a broader range of content and new interactive
services. Furthermore, digital signals may be encrypted under complicated methods making it very
difficult and uneconomic to decode.
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As China’s cable networks were recently installed and are relatively modern, most of the laid cable
networks are fiber optic and hybrid fiber coaxial (“HFC”), providing broadband transmission
speeds of over 38 megabytes per second (“mbps”). This is compared to that of personal computer
modems of 56 kilobytes per second, Integrated Service Digital Networks (“ISDN”) of 128
kilobytes per second and Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (“ADSL”) of between 1.5 mbps and
8 mbps only if within 5 kilometers of the telephone company’s local exchange. Only ADSL
networks come close to achieving similar transmission speeds to those of cable TV HFC but such
ADSL network services are currently only on offer in a few locations and charges over these
networks are very expensive. The size of these networks is also restricted due to the necessity for
users to be within a 5 kilometer proximity of the telephone company. However, despite the
modernity of China’s cable network, most of the cable only provides for one-way transmission. As
a result, interactive services such as VOD, T-commerce etc, require an outside return path or
upgrading of the network to two-way transmission, which is very costly and time consuming. DVN
technology enables interactive services over the TV on a one-way network by utilizing an outside
return path such as a phone line, the Ethernet or IP network.

Unique cable industry structure
Largely as a result of the unique structure of China’s cable industry, digital broadcasting offers a
beneficial solution to both the service provider and the end user. Digital broadcasting allows CATV
operators to maximize their profits by better utilizing their bandwidth and it provides end users with
better quality and a broader range of content.

Cable industry as a government-run utility
China’s current cable infrastructure was primarily put in place by the government as a tool through
which it could communicate with its citizens and distribute its messages. Subscription fees that
cable operators are able to charge for analog transmissions are fixed by the government at
between RMB 8-12 per month. Subscription charges of RMB 8-12 per month are among the
cheapest fees in the world. Furthermore, analog subscription fees are to cover the maintenance of
the cable infrastructure and the transmission fees. Operators are unable to charge according to the
quality and range of content shown over analog transmissions. Only by the cable operators
offering an alternative to the analog service, may the cable operators charge substantially higher
subscription fees and charge according to the content received by the subscriber.

Compounding the low subscription fee problem, subscription fees are collected manually, which
results in high leakage and expensive collection costs. As a result, the CATV operators operate on
very thin margins and rely heavily on advertising revenues to supplement their incomes. DVN’s
billing and payment system enables CATV operators to collect subscription fees electronically
through a link up with the subscribers’ banks eliminating the need for door-to-door fee collection.
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Excessive dependence on advertising fees in a very fragmented industry
Up until the introduction of the digital services, cable operators have been largely dependent on
advertising revenues but these revenues are not large as advertisers only pay for the viewers in the
cable operators’ catchment areas. The cable industry in China is very fragmented with over 200
cable television operations in China. Each station is usually managed and financed autonomously
by the local government, the local SARFT branch and the local communist Party committee. As a
result of this structure, the actual numbers in each catchment area is not that large creating
inefficient operations as well as limited economies of scale. 

DVN’s digital broadcasting system enables the CATV operators to offer alternative digital services
to the current analog TV service, which increases the service providers recurring income and
diversifies its revenue sources to new, higher value added interactive digital services.

Lack of high quality programming
Furthermore, because of their small size, most cable operators cannot afford to buy high quality
programming and in general lack the economies of scale required to develop high quality
programming. There is also no incentive to buy quality programming, as the cable operators are
unable to get the investment back due to the fixed analog subscription fees as well as the low
advertising revenues. Additionally, analog broadcasting does not enable targeted broadcasts to
only households that are subscribing to the specific service and is unable to support encryption that
inhibits unauthorized reception. DVN’s digitization enables cable operators to broadcast
significantly more channels offering end users choice and flexibility. The digital platform also
enables a tiered range of services to be offered with different price points targeting different user
groups while maximizing subscriber numbers, all in an encrypted environment.

Additionally, advertisers pay for airtime according to how many people are watching TV. Market
surveys in China are not sophisticated enough to determine which programs the viewers are
watching. As such, cable operators previously only cared about the number of people watching
the programs but did not care about which programs were popular and which were not. DVN’s
platform, through its subscriber management database, is able to provide detailed information
regarding subscribers’ viewing habits. This information will help CATV operators in the future better
target their services for certain audiences as well as choose the type of programs desired by their
subscribers.

Limited access to foreign capital
China’s broadcasting industry is largely closed to foreign involvement. Foreigners are restricted
from operating or owning cable TV networks within China thus closing off sources of capital from
outside of China. However, according to the head of China’s SARFT, Mr. Xu Guang Chun, foreign
firms are able to provide cable TV networks with infrastructure technology and value added
services. Under DVN’s current business model, DVN provides the technology and equipment
required by the CATVs to run and operate digital Pay TV services.
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DVN, in return for installing its platforms under leasing contracts, receives a percentage of the
subscription fees collected for digital TV services broadcast over its platform. DVN also receives
sales revenue from the outright sales of its platforms and from the resale of its set top boxes to Pay
TV subscribers. Under this structure, DVN is legally able to obtain exposure to China’s potentially
lucrative broadcasting industry without contravening Chinese laws and regulations while providing
equipment to cable operators without a large upfront capital outlay.

Beneficial solution to CATV operators
Through the provision of digital services, the CATV operator is able to charge higher subscription
fees and advertising charges as well as receive fee income from future T-commerce services. As
such, DVN’s digital broadcasting platform provides a beneficial solution to CATV operators in the
PRC by providing multiple revenue generating sources, an electronic fee collection system and a
highly complex encryption system that prohibits non-payers from viewing the contents as well as
provides a secure on-line transaction environment.

Limited content under analog transmissions
Content is limited over analog transmissions as the government mandates that a certain number of
CCTV channels and local news and events channels are transmitted, leaving limited network
capacity for other channels. As a result, only by digitizing the transmission are the cable operators
able to optimize their bandwidth by increasing the number of channels that are transmitted and
thus maximize their profitability. By utilizing channel rebroadcasts from other parts of China, local
cable operators are able to take advantage of the better quality programming from other parts of
China without having to pay for it and include these channels as part of the digital service. The
stations, whose channels are rebroadcast, without editing, are able to claim the viewer numbers
and increase advertising revenues. 

Due to city cable operators, before the current consolidation trend at the provincial level, being
responsible for their own programming, certain provincial and municipal TV/cable stations
became famous throughout China for their programming quality, i.e. the dramas and movies
produced. It is from these stations that DVN and its partner cable companies are sourcing the
channel rebroadcasts. Until the digital service was introduced, most Chinese living outside of
Shanghai or Beijing had no way of receiving the Shanghai sports channel and Beijing movies and
dramas. The digital service is attractive as it provides consumers variety and quality content and
provides the cable operators incentive to improve the content quality and variety.

Broad range of content at inexpensive price point
According to published surveys, viewers want more choice and better quality content. By offering
channel rebroadcasts that may have better programming than local programming or offer similar
programs but at different times, the digital service provides convenience and variety with better
reception. To date, DVN’s increasing subscription numbers indicate that the digital service is
satisfying consumer demands and needs in China. 
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Cable subscribers in DVN’s Platform Installed Territories

Number of Cable 
Province/Municipality Households (Millions) Sale or Lease

/

Suzhou 0.3 Lease 

Shandong 6.0 Lease 

Hebei 3.0 Lease 

Zhongshan 0.8 Lease 

Wuxi 0.5 Lease 

Shengli Oil Field 0.12 Sale 

Shanghai 3.4 Sale 

Jiangying 0.2 Sale 

Fujian 3.0 Combination 

Yixing 0.18 Combination 

Zhoushan 0.25 Combination 

Foshan 0.6 Combination 

Henan 4.0 Combination 

Hubei 4.5 Combination 

Wuzhou 0.08 Combination 

Hunan 3.8 Combination 

Guangzhou 1.2 Combination 

Total 31.93
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Customers
Through the sale or lease of its platforms, DVN has access to over 30
million existing cable subscribers.

DVN has installed headends that give DVN potential access to over 30 million existing cable
subscribers. These headends have been installed using three basic business models: 1) the pure
lease model in which DVN itself signs contracts and directly receives a percentage of the
revenues; 2) the sales model in which DVN sells its equipment for cash, and does not receive a
percentage of the revenues. However, DVN may receive revenues from the sale of set top boxes or
from value added services; and 3) the “Combination” models in which DVN recognizes some
revenues from the sales of headend equipment, but also receives some subscription revenues
“indirectly” because DVN has made an investment in the digital rollout. DVN also receives
revenues from the sale of set top boxes and from value added services. This model is attractive as
it leverages on local expectise and capital to share the risk. 

For the combination model, there are two models:

• Joint investment with a partner to establish a separate joint venture or business entity.
– Joint venture or business entity purchases DVN digital platform. 
– The entity that is created then signs contract with the CATV.
– Profits are shared proportionately. 

- DVN receives cash when it is dividend out.
• Part sale/part lease model with CATV.

– CATV purchases some headend equipment.
– DVN contributes some headend equipment.
– DVN receives subscription revenues until it recovers its total capital investment costs.

Afterwards, DVN receives a lower percentage of the subscription revenues.

Going forwards, DVN is likely to rely increasingly on the combination model as it enables DVN to
reach more subscribers, while leveraging on the local expectise and capital of its partners.

Described below are the five areas in which DVN receives a percentage of subscription fees
collected for digital TV services on offer.

Suzhou 
In November of 2001, DVN in conjunction with its local CATV partner began offering 70 digital
channels. The subscriber is also required to purchase a basic model set top box. As of December 31,
2002, around 5.8% of Suzhou‘s downtown catchment area population subscribed to digital TV
services. DVN is working with its local partner to expand marketing and promotional efforts as well as
create a more attractive channel mix to capture a larger base of subscribers.
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Wuxi
Unlike in Suzhou, where the entire range of analog channels were digitized enabling a larger
number of digital channels to be broadcast, in Wuxi, the digital service offers only 20 new digital
channels. As in Suzhou, Wuxi subscribers are required to purchase a basic model of the set top
box. Digital services began in February 2002 and had achieved a 1% penetration rate of Wuxi‘s
analog cable subscribers as of December 31, 2002. DVN is working with its local partner to
modify the digital TV services to accelerate subscriber take up rates.

Zhongshan
In Zhongshan the business model is different. Instead of selling the set top boxes outright and
charging a monthly subscription fee on top, set top boxes are subsidized and the monthly
subscription fees are higher. This service, introduced in December has been relatively successful,
having already achieved a penetration rate of 6% in the downtown area. The digital service in
Zhongshan offers 29 digital channels.

Hebei and Shandong
The rollouts in Hebei and Shandong are still only in the trial stage. Take up of digital services in
Hebei and Shandong has therefore been slow, but is expected to increase once full rollouts with
extensive marketing campaigns begin in earnest in 2003. Even during the current trial stage,
revamped channel mixes, improved and a broader range of content and increased promotional
efforts have lead to increased subscription growth. Once DVN and its partners are satisfied that the
service offered is optimal for the particular locations and at the right price levels, full rollouts of the
digital TV services will commence throughout the provinces. 

New joint ventures with Jiangsu Hongtu and Zoran enhance DVN’s competitive advantages
and further penetrate the China market
DVN in April entered into a 50:50 joint venture agreement with Jiangsu Hongtu High Technology
Co., Ltd. (“Hongtu”), a Shanghai Stock Exchange listed company, in which Hongtu and DVN will
each contribute RMB45 million in cash to be used for marketing of digital broadcast services and
equipment and for the purchase of relevant equipment from DVN. The new company, called
Jiangsu Hongtian Broad Communication Company Ltd., has already rolled out digital cable TV
services in Guangzhou. The joint venture will also consider new markets where DVN has not yet
installed its platforms. 

This joint venture will provide DVN a new financial and strategic partner, which has strong
marketing and production expertise as well as excellent government connections due to the large
stakes of Hongtu owned by multiple government related entities. Furthermore, Hongtu’s consumer
electronic manufacturing excellence, just-in-time delivery schedules and high quality control
throughput will result in superior set top boxes for the Chinese consumers at cost competitive levels. 
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The focus of the joint venture will be to expedite the rollouts of digital TV services in high potential
locations where digital TV services have yet to commence operation leveraging the strengths of
each partner, DVN’s extensive network of installed digital broadcasting platforms and Hongtu’s
consumer electronic expertise. Furthermore, as Hongtu will manufacture all the set top boxes for the
joint venture’s territories, Hongtu will provide very favorable set top box financing terms to the joint
venture. This arrangement allows DVN to further penetrate the Chinese market and broaden its
geographic scope while limiting its downside exposure as well as cash requirements. 

DVN, in forming the JV with Hongtu, completes the set top box supply chain. DVN’s joint venture
with Hongtu will make it the first company that provides digital media services to tie up with a
large consumer electronics manufacturing concern in China. This follows DVN’s tie-up with
Nasdaq-listed Zoran Corporation, a major chip supplier for consumer electronic products, in
particular DVD players and digital cameras, through its HK$39 million investment in DVN in
March 2002. Together the three companies will create a total supply chain for digital set top
boxes, with DVN providing the design and technology, Zoran the chip set and Hongtu the
manufacturing. The collaboration of the three companies will provide to Chinese consumers high
quality, tailor made, multi-functional set top boxes at cost competitive levels while also enabling fast
response times to changes in the market and in consumers’ taste and demands. 

Hongtu is involved in the development, manufacturing and distribution of computers, software,
network equipment, DVD players and other communication products and is one of DVN’s OEM
manufacturers of its set top boxes. Hongtu sells its products throughout China as well as
worldwide, in particular the European, American, Australian and New Zealand markets. Hongtu
had sales of RMB 2.2 billion in year 2002 and as of December 31, 2002, its total assets were
RMB 2.9 billion.

Employees and Offices
As of March 31, 2003, DVN’s digital business segment had 286 employees, including 94 in
engineering and research and development. Of the 248 employees, 24 are stationed in Hong
Kong and are responsible for corporate activities, capital management, research and development
strategy and planning, financial control and policy, operational strategy, marketing direction and
business development. DVN currently has offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou, Jinan, Zhongshan,
Hangzhou and Shenzhen, Shijiazhuang, Baoding and Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province and in
Wuxi, Jiangsu Province. Dynamic Netwrok which is DVN's wholly-owned subsidiary in the business
of providing of international financial market information and selective consumer data had 38
employees as of March 31, 2003.
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Competitive Advantages
Most complete digital broadcasting system using advanced technologies at the lowest price
DVN’s competitive advantages are numerous and as a result there are very few real competitors.
DVN provides an end-to-end, totally integrated, Chinese language digital broadcasting platform.
This platform includes a conditional access system, subscriber management system, a billing and
payment system as well as the middleware applications. Additionally, DVN develops applications
specifically tailored to the operations of the CATV operator so that each platform is unique to the
characteristics of the local market. 

Most competitors, whether domestic or international, provide only a part of the entire platform,
either hardware or software. As a result, the cable operator must spend time and resources to
source various parts of the platform from different vendors and then spend additional time and
resources to integrate and manage the disparate parts. Additionally, most foreign competitors
simply create a Chinese version of applications that have been developed for foreign markets and
as a result do not address the unique characteristics of the Chinese market. DVN’s fully integrated,
end-to-end platform, as a result of using primarily in-house developed technology, is extremely cost
effective and thus suitable for China’s level of economic development.

Received all required government approvals
Additionally unlike DVN’s set top boxes and technology, many competitors’ set top boxes and/or
technology have not received government approval for use by CATVs. DVN’s set top boxes,
conditional access technology and middleware applications are all in compliance with standards
put forth by the Chinese government and have been certified.

On the ground, extensive local support and engineering teams
Additionally to be a real competitive force, a competitor needs critical mass to provide support
services, both before and after installation. DVN offers support to the cable operators in terms of
system integration, marketing and operational teams, technical support and content. Most foreign
competitors do not have teams on the ground offering after sales support to the cable operators.

Pioneer of digital broadcast technology in China
DVN also has extensive experience in working with CATVs resulting in the creation of operating
systems that are perfectly suited for the business environment faced by Chinese cable operators.
DVN has tailor made its middleware system, billing and payment systems to suit the needs of
Chinese CATVs. DVN was the first company in China to develop a complete CA system and has
received all the government approvals for the deployment of its CA system throughout China. It
was also the first developer of a middleware system in China using all its own technology as well
as the first developer of a java-based set top box. 
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Technology specifically designed for the China market
The barrier faced by most foreign competitors is that their technology while suitable for the
European or American markets is not suitable for the Chinese market and is very expensive given
the level of subscription fees that are acceptable to Chinese consumers. DVN maintains a strong
research and development team within China that is developing technology and solutions specific
to the China market and its unique structure and characteristics.

First Mover Advantage
Another major barrier to entry is that DVN has already installed 21 platforms in China’s richest and
most developed regions, some of which are under exclusive contracts for terms of 10 to 15 years.
Digital services are already commercially operable in ten locations. There are very few other
platforms installed outside of DVN’s that are commercially operating in China.

DVN provides an end-to-end, totally integrated, Chinese language digital broadcasting platform.

DVN was the first company in China to develop a complete CA system and has received all the
government approvals for the deployment of its CA system throughout China.

Prospects and Future Plans
Prospects
China’s State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (“SARFT”), China’s primary regulator for
the cable TV industry, has announced that 2003 is to be the beginning of a major effort to create
a more profitable Pay-TV business through the conversion of China’s cable broadcasting system
from analog to digital.  

In December, SARFT held its annual technology conference in Suzhou, the site of China’s and
DVN’s first digital TV rollout.  At this meeting and in a number of subsequent announcements,
SARFT stated its intention to migrate 30 million cable subscribers to digital by 2005.  Recognizing
that quality content will be crucial to attracting a Pay TV audience, SARFT also announced its
intention to launch 30 new pay channels.  

As the first company to have rolled out digital TV services in China, DVN is well positioned to take
advantage of these new developments.  Compared to the first quarter of 2002, the number of set
top boxes sold in the first quarter of 2003 have increased over 30%, set top box revenues have
increased over 40%, and subscription revenues have more than doubled.  A strong first quarter
order book suggests that DVN will be able to continue the increased sales rate.  Moreover, set top
box margins were significantly higher in the first quarter as new set top boxes were manufactured
at a significantly reduced cost.  DVN believes that cheaper set top boxes will accelerate the
migration of subscribers from analog to digital.

DVN is currently in serious negotiations with five other localities to sell large headends.  With the
new SARFT directive to digitise, DVN expects additional significant orders by the end of 2003.  
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Maintain first mover advantage and achieve rapid penetration
The favorable response to the introduction of basic digital services in Suzhou and variations of
basic digital services in other locations indicates that DVN’s model to penetrate the Chinese market
is correct. Chinese consumers want a low priced, broad range of content digital service. DVN will
expand upon its success in Suzhou and elsewhere, introducing basic digital services in locations
where its platforms are already installed. It will also work with its cable partners to establish
extensive points of sales networks to rapidly penetrate the targeted locations. DVN believes that
converting as rapidly as possible analog subscribers to digital using DVN’s standards and set top
boxes will maintain its first mover advantage as well as further strengthen the already existing
barriers to entry.

Increase efforts in new rollout areas.
Guangzhou and Fujian are expected to make major contributions in 2003 as both locations have
started formal rollouts. Guangzhou and Fujian are among the wealthiest regions in China, and are
expected to be major buyers of set top boxes. In addition, DVN anticipates supplying set top
boxes to Shanghai, which began its rollout at the end of 2002. Given all the new rollouts, DVN
anticipates that sales of set top boxes will be substantially higher In 2003 as indicated by its
current large order book.

Establish relationships with other domestic and international partners.
DVN is looking to work together with other local and foreign strategic partners to facilitate its
rollouts. DVN realizes that it cannot finance the rollouts in all of China, but must work with partners
that can provide capital. DVN expects that it will provide the headend equipment, software, and
expertise, while the partner will provide the capital and local expertise to facilitate the rollout. DVN
will also look to setting up other strategic alliances with foreign companies which may be
interested in participating in China's cable television market. 

Provide excellent, broad ranged support and services to CATV operators to maintain and
protect relationships 
As CATV operators have a monopolistic position within their territories controlling the last mile
access, it is important that DVN maintains good relationships with them. DVN provides technical,
after sales and marketing support through on the ground, local offices staffed by DVN employees.
DVN will further strengthen its local offices to better monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of
market promotions and market strategy. DVN’s offices will be responsible for further customer
research and feedback to ascertain product mix and pricing and to make recommendations.
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Focus on channel mix and pricing
Currently in China, most viewers are interested in movies and drama content. Cultural, history,
scientific and other entertainment categories have more specific target audiences that are able to
accept different price points. DVN going forward will emphasize movie and drama channels to
drive subscriber numbers while targeting specific end user groups with more specialized offerings.
DVN will also focus on enhancing the range of movie and drama content shown on the various
channels to ensure viewer satisfaction and superiority to analog content.

Lastly DVN will further promote its on-line stock and financial news services through further
education of consumers as well as price competitiveness over PC based services.

Build upon existing basic digital services base to upgrade subscribers to higher value 
added services
By offering basic digital services to subscribers at a low price entry point, there is minimal
resistance to upgrading to digital TV from analog. Once subscribers feel more comfortable with the
digital technology and its capabilities, basic services may be used as a springboard to upgrade
subscribers to higher value added services that are more profitable to the CATV operator and thus
DVN. Such services will include VOD, distance learning, on-line gaming, on-line stock trading,
home banking, interactive advertising that enables instant audience response, direct-to-home
market research and other T-commerce applications, to name a few.

Maintain DVN’s technical advantage and cost competitiveness 
DVN will continue to offer technically advanced systems at very low prices by taking advantage of
China’s low cost, but highly educated labor force as well as its two new strategic partners, Zoran
and Hongtu to further strengthen DVN’s competitive advantages as well as ensure the creation of
broadcasting technology and digital receivers that are uniquely tailored for the China market. DVN
currently has approximately 100 full time employees committed to engineering and product
development largely in China as well as some in Hong Kong.

Leverage off relationship with Hongtu and local CATV operators to further penetrate the 
China market
DVN’s recently formed joint venture with Hongtu will provide DVN with a strong local partner with
substantial sales and marketing expertise. Hongtu already has well established local distribution
networks that may be used to distribute DVN’s set top boxes as well as collect information
regarding likes and dislikes of Chinese consumers so that the digital services offered meet
consumer demands. This alliance is in addition to the network of relationships DVN has already
established with both the city and provincial level CATV operators. DVN will continue to focus on
providing on the ground support to CATV operators in order to penetrate local markets quickly and
expeditiously. 
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Additional international opportunities
DVN’s technology is not only applicable to China, but to other regions of the world, particularly to
those regions looking for cost effective digital broadcasting solutions. DVN is therefore currently
under negotiations to sell or lease its platform in South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, and India. DVN
has already sold one community system in South Korea. In addition, DVN has been working on a
number of international contracts, one of which it anticipates signing by the first half of 2003. DVN
is also pursuing overseas markets for the distribution of its high quality, low cost set top box.

DVN provides technical, after sales and marketing support through on the ground, local offices
staffed by DVN employees.

Risk Management
DVN’s exposure to China’s broadcasting industry, which by using digital technology merges
interactive data, video and audio, brings about a degree of uncertainty with unlimited potential.
Due to the newness of digital broadcasting technology and its multi-faceted capabilities, the
broadcasting industry’s structure, services and regulations are evolving. DVN has positioned itself
to take advantage of this potential while minimizing its risks. It has implemented a flexible business
model that permits and rewards both proactive initiative as well as defensive maneuvers to take
into account changes in the industry as it matures as well as changes in preferences of Chinese
consumers. DVN also does not rely on owning the cable infrastructure for its business model to be
successful but instead focuses on allying itself with the owner of the last mile. DVN will closely
monitor changes in the market and will adopt a prudent and adaptive approach in order to
maximize shareholders’ value while providing shareholders the ability to participate in the
immensely interesting and potentially lucrative digital broadcasting revolution.

Due to the newness of digital broadcasting technology and its capabilities, China’s regulatory
environment and the broadcasting industry’s structure and services are evolving. It is possible
that future policy changes could impede DVN’s operations and the enforcement of its contracts.
DVN has structured its involvement in China to fall within the rules and regulations regarding
foreign involvement in the broadcasting industry. DVN is primarily a technology provider and data
and service content provider. DVN’s primary business is in the upgrading of broadcasting facilities
to enable digital broadcasting, an area that the Chinese government has explicitly stated that
Hong Kong based companies can get involved in. The trend in China, as promoted by the SARFT,
is to upgrade China’s broadcasting industry from analogue to digital and DVN’s technology
supports this switch. In addition, two of DVN’s leasing contracts and their related payment terms
have been vetted by the SARFT under Hebei Provincial CATV’s and Shandong Provincial CATV’s
license applications.
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As new technologies are involved, there may be delays in the implementation and roll out of
the digital broadcast services.
DVN’s system has been fully tested and is now operational in ten locations throughout China. As
such even though there may be minor installation difficulties in other locations, DVN does not
expect any major obstacles.

Due to the infancy of the digital broadcasting industry and its related services, new
technologies may be developed that could replace that of DVN
DVN has put in place a multi-pronged approach to ensure its technology remains at the forefront of
international technical developments as well as meets the demands and requirements of Chinese
consumers and service providers. DVN has focused and will continue to focus on forging strategic
alliances with the world’s leaders in digital technology and consumer electronic products. DVN
also maintains a strong research and development focus with over one-third of its staff committed to
research, product development and engineering. Lastly, DVN maintains close working relationships
with multiple divisions within and at different working levels of China’s SARFT. This ensures that
DVN is aware of the technical direction in China, the requirements of the various involved
government authorities as well as the technical standards currently existing and expected to be
enacted. Such a multi-pronged approach allows DVN to be proactive and not reactive providing a
system that is not only suitable to the unique characteristics of the China market but also technically
advanced and at the forefront of technical developments.

These is no guarantee that subscribers will subscribe to the new digital services
Chinese incomes are significantly lower than in the more developed countries. Therefore, there
may be resistance by many subscribers to paying for the set top box and to higher subscriber fees
in order to receive digital services.

However, there is clear evidence that Chinese are willing to pay for expanded entertainment
options. In Suzhou, 5.8% of the downtown area that DVN has offered its services to is now
subscribing to DVN’s digital services. This is a takeup rate that is comparable to the experience of
more developd markets where set top boxes were leased out.
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